
ChCh’’ii Energy PendantEnergy Pendant

Enhancing Enhancing 

Neurological PowerNeurological Power



BenefitsBenefits

All you have to do to experience benefits is to wear a bio pendaAll you have to do to experience benefits is to wear a bio pendant nt 

to discover and discover three important areas:to discover and discover three important areas:

It can assist strengthen your resilience and resistance to the eIt can assist strengthen your resilience and resistance to the effects of ffects of 
stress.stress.

It can increase your mental performance, especially under pressuIt can increase your mental performance, especially under pressure.re.

It may strengthens your capacity to function in electro magneticIt may strengthens your capacity to function in electro magnetic field field 
environments. environments. 

It can enhance your energy levels.It can enhance your energy levels.

Athletes claim that the Athletes claim that the ChCh’’ii Energy Pendant can improves stamina and Energy Pendant can improves stamina and 

endurance to give them a competitive edge.endurance to give them a competitive edge.

As the stresses of modern life increase, the As the stresses of modern life increase, the ChCh’’ii Energy Pendant is an Energy Pendant is an 
essential tool for those people who value performance and optimaessential tool for those people who value performance and optimal l 
wellwell--beingbeing



Stabilising Alpha rhythmsStabilising Alpha rhythms



Alpha Rhythms ImprovedAlpha Rhythms Improved



Mechanical electrical frequencies Mechanical electrical frequencies 

may affect the brains functionality.may affect the brains functionality.

•• The The ChCh’’ii Energy PendantEnergy Pendant has been known to has been known to 

remove these abnormal vibrational effects to remove these abnormal vibrational effects to 

improve wellbeing.improve wellbeing.



EE-- Smog Smog -- Electromagnetic Electromagnetic 

fields (E.M.F) are everywhere!fields (E.M.F) are everywhere!

In the workplace:In the workplace: computers, cell phones, fax machines, copy computers, cell phones, fax machines, copy 
machines, fluorescent lights, printers, scanners, telephone (PBXmachines, fluorescent lights, printers, scanners, telephone (PBX) ) 
switching systems, electrical instruments, motors and other elecswitching systems, electrical instruments, motors and other electrical trical 
devices. devices. 

•• At home: At home: television sets, stereo systems, air conditioners, television sets, stereo systems, air conditioners, 
fluorescent lights, telephone answering machines, cell and portafluorescent lights, telephone answering machines, cell and portable ble 
phones, refrigerators, blenders, portable heaters, clothes washephones, refrigerators, blenders, portable heaters, clothes washers rs 
and dryers, coffee makers, vacuum cleaners, toasters, microwave and dryers, coffee makers, vacuum cleaners, toasters, microwave 
ovens and others. ovens and others. 

•• Reported symptoms of exposure to high levels of electromagnetic Reported symptoms of exposure to high levels of electromagnetic 
fields include headaches, anxiety, depression, nausea, fatigue afields include headaches, anxiety, depression, nausea, fatigue and nd 
loss of libido!loss of libido!



The Frequency of the brain The Frequency of the brain 

controls our livescontrols our lives



Normal Brain Waves



Frequency MeasurementsFrequency Measurements

• 1 Hertz = 1 Hz = 1 oscillation per second
1 Kilo Hertz = 1 KHz = 1000 oscillations per second
1 Mega Hertz =1 MHz = 1,000,000, oscillations per second
1 Giga Hertz = 1   GHz = 1,000,000,000 oscillations per second
1 Tetra Hertz =1 THz = 1,000,000,000,000 oscillations per second

• A living, healthy cell oscillates at 27,000,000,000,000 Hz
• DNA, within the cell, resonates at 8,540,000,000,000 Hz
• The vibrational frequencies of atoms in non-living solids at normal

temperatures are of the order of 1013 Hz.
• Vibrational frequencies of blue light are of the order of 

7.5X1014 Hz.
• Red light has a vibrational frequency of 4.6X1014 Hz.



Imbalanced Brain WavesImbalanced Brain Waves



Brain Wave functionality



Balanced, Energised, Calm



Do you feel Washed out ?

If you use The If you use The ChCh’’ii Energy Pendant Energy Pendant 

can help to over come exhaustioncan help to over come exhaustion



Can Increase Strength



Can help to Reduce Stress?



Can reduce computer E-Smog 

stress



Can Improve Sport results



May Reduce Road Rage



May Improve Concentration?



You may Become Number One?


